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3D

2D Design 3D Print3D Edit

Interface

Free style 
3D test 

Background

Edit models Adjust model 
Select printer 
Print models



2D Design



Background tool 

You can choose a picture as 
background, according the line to draw.

line drawing tool 

circular arc
Polyline tool Ellipse tool 

Hexagon tool Heart tool

2D Design Tools



2D edit tools

Undo

Redo

Add point

Move point

Reduce point



 Generate 3D Model
Expansion

Stretch

Rotation



Create 3D Word

Test type

Test arrangement

Test size



3D Edit



Surface smooth Color change

Combine / Intersect / Subtract Bunging / Sunken Deformation Surface drag

Mirror / Copy

3D Edit Tools

Attraction



Combine 

Select two intersected objects to 
combine, tap-drag object 1 to 

object 2

Intersect 

Select two intersected objects, 
tap-drag object 1 to object 2 to 

get the share part

Subtract 

Select two intersected objects to 
subtract the second object from 

the first



Bulging 

Sliding on the surface of the 
object where will bulging

Sunken 

Sliding on the surface of the 
object where will sunken.

Deformation 

Select point 1 on the object, tap 
drag to select point 2, drag point 

2 to deformed



Slide to smooth 

Sliding on the object surface to 
make it smooth

Surface drag 

Select a point on object, tap-drag 
it will be raised.

Range smooth 

Slide to select the smooth range, 
it will be smooth automatically
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Surface attraction



Mirroring to X axis, copying objects 
in right (positive direction)

Mirroring to X axis, copying objects 
in left (negative direction)

Mirroring to Y axis, copying objects 
in behind  (negative direction) 

Mirroring to Y axis, copying objects 
in front (forward direction)

Mirroring to Z axis, copying objects 
under (negative direction)

Mirroring to Z axis, copying object 
on (positive direction)

Mirror



  
Select a object, choose one color 

to change

Color change



Rotate 

Select the model, drag the axis 
that you want to rotate

Move 

Click arrow to drag,  model 
moves by the axis of the arrow

3D transform tools

Slice 

Click on the white squares, 
drag the model to scale; Click 

the arrows to drag, the model is 
scaled by X,Y,Z axis



Select printer 

Set the model and put it on the plate, 

check the model size. 

Select the model file which you want 

to print 

Click the print 

Wireless connect 

Sent the file to print

3D Print



Library 

Drag the model to the  
design area 

Standard model size: 20mm



Model list 

Show or hide



Menu 

New 

Save & copy 

Save 

Export file ( stl ) 

Import file  

About 

Help 

View change 



Make a Xun
Application

xūn 

  埙 （Chinese musical instruments） 

The Xun (simplified Chinese: 埙；traditional Chinese: 塤；pinyin: xūn；
Cantonese= hyun1) is a globular, vessel flute from China. It is one of the 
oldest musical instruments in China and has been in use for approximately 
seven thousand years. 

The Xun was initially made of baked clay or bone,and later of clay or ceramic. 
It is the only surviving example of an earth(also called "clay") instrument from 
the traditional "eight-tone" (bayin) classifications of musical instruments 
(based on whether the instrument is made from metal, stone, silk, bamboo, 
gourd, earth, hide, or wood). 



 

Design XUN

Click background Choose a photo Drawing according 
outlines all by side 

Click the symmetry

Click this icon to 
move point

Adjust the point to make the 
shows better.

Click the rotation icon to 
generate 3D model 

Click 3D edit icon into 
3D edit interface. 

symmetry



The model inside is cavity , so 

needs to drag the control point 

to the internal below, draw the 

internal contour.



Click the subtract icon, 
subtract the cylinder 
from Xun.

Copy six cylinder, and 
move to the right 
position for make the 
hole.

 Adjust the size of 
cylinder to close the 
hole size.

Adjust the position of the cylinder 
and Xun by moving, rotating, and 
transforming the view

Edit XUN

Drag a cylinder  

from library

Move/ rotate/ change view Copy SubtractClick the slice icon

See the photo in next page



Drag a cylinder from library Slice cylinder to right size Copy cylinder,  

move it to right position

Subtract the cylinders 

 to get the holes

Step

Edit XUN



Print

If the bottom is arc-shaped, 
you can make the bottom 

out of a bit of platform, 
expand the area of bottom 

and platform. 

Print XUN

Click into print interface Select the printer Put the Xun on the plate

Finder

Click the print，set the 
material and print resolution, 

after the slicing, wireless 
connect with printer to print.



Note：  If the bottom is arc-shaped，the touch area of Xun and plate is too small, you can 

make the bottom out of a bit of platform, expand the area of bottom and platform.  

Print



Easy to design and edit 3D model

iOS AndroidWindows

Download on the website

HAPPY 3D APP

FLASHFORGE

http://www.flashforge.com


HAPPY 3D

Thanks

FLASHFORGE


